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We analyze the contributions of quality factor, fill fraction, and group index of chip-integrated

resonance microcavity devices, to the detection limit for bulk chemical sensing and the minimum

detectable biomolecule concentration in biosensing. We analyze the contributions from analyte

absorbance, as well as from temperature and spectral noise. Slow light in two-dimensional

photonic crystals provide opportunities for significant reduction of the detection limit below

1� 10�7 RIU (refractive index unit) which can enable highly sensitive sensors in diverse

application areas. We demonstrate experimentally detected concentration of 1 fM (67 fg/ml) for

the binding between biotin and avidin, the lowest reported till date. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4875903]

In recent years, various integrated optical devices have

been developed for label-free bio-sensing such as ring reso-

nators,1 wire waveguides,2 surface plasmon resonance

(SPR),3 and photonic crystal (PC) microcavities.4–6 The

detection principle is based on a change in the refractive

index, and hence the transduced signal caused by the specific

binding of the biomolecule of interest to its specific conju-

gate biomolecule receptor bound to the optical device sub-

strate. The device sensitivity is determined by the magnitude

of light-matter interaction.

For early bio-pathogen detection, a sensor with highest

sensitivity is desired. The sensitivity is measured by the

magnitude of the resonance wavelength shift for a fixed con-

centration, as well as the minimum concentration that can be

detected. Initial PC designs focused on donor defect modes

such as in a L4 microcavity (4 missing holes)7 or acceptor

defect modes8 as in H1 defect cavities, in a triangular lattice

of air holes. Later, designs increased the analyte overlap

with cavity modes, also referred as fill fraction, for enhanced

sensitivity.9 Recently, we showed that an increased cavity

length results in an increase in the quality factor (Q-factor)

of the resonance mode10–12 that allows smaller changes in

concentration to be distinguished. The high Q enhances the

interaction time between the optical mode and the analyte

while the larger mode volume results in larger fill fraction,

both factors resulting in higher sensitivity We demonstrated

experimentally in our side-coupled two-dimensional (2D)

PC cavity-waveguide architecture that the magnitude of the

slow-down factor in the coupling waveguide contributes to

enhanced light-matter interaction.11 Over successive genera-

tions, we demonstrated experimentally 50 fM (3.35 pg/ml)

sensitivity to the detection of the specific binding of avidin

to biotin12 with a L55 type PC microcavity (55 missing

holes).

A question still remains about the relative merits of

Q-factor, fill fraction, and group index, when considered in

conjunction with different sources of noise in measurements,

in order to achieve low detection limits in chip-integrated

photonic sensors. While an increased modal overlap with the

analyte lowers the detection limit (DL) in an ambient with

low absorbance, in water based media such as biological buf-

fers, the DL is significantly influenced by the strong absorb-

ance of water (�800 m�1) at 1550 nm.13 Spectral noise and

temperature stabilization noise effects also need to be con-

sidered. An optimized design thus needs to balance the reso-

nant device properties versus the various sources of noise in

measurements in both bulk chemical sensing and surface

biosensing. In this paper, we analyze the relative contribu-

tions from various factors to the sensitivity and detection

limit. We consider these design aspects to demonstrate

experimentally the highest biosensing sensitivity to date in

silicon photonic resonator devices in SOI.

Resonator based sensors are characterized by a reso-

nance that shifts in frequency or wavelength in response to a

change in the ambient refractive index (for bulk sensing) or a

change in the refractive index caused by biomolecules in the

vicinity of the surface of the resonator (for biosensing). The

response can be understood by first order perturbation

theory,14 in which the change in eigenfrequency Dxm of the

mth mode can be described as

D-m ¼
-m

2

h~Emjelj~EmiVliquid

h~Emjelj~EmiVliquidþdielectric

Del

el

1

vg;m
; (1)

where Del is the change in dielectric constant of the analyte

from el upon perturbation, and vg,m is the group velocity of

the mth mode at the frequency xm. Equation (1) implies that

the magnitude of wavelength/frequency shift for a given

mode caused by a small index change is directly proportional

to the fill fraction fB, defined as the ratio of electric field

energy existing outside of a dielectric structure to the total

and inversely proportional to the group velocity
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fB ¼
h~Emjelj~EmiVliquid

h~Emjelj~EmiVliquidþdielectric

: (2)

In Fig. 1(a), the electric field intensity is simulated by

2D finite difference time domain (FDTD) method for differ-

ent isolated Li-type PC microcavities (i ¼ number of missing

holes) and fB in water is computed. Typically, in silicon 2D

PCs, light is coupled from a PC waveguide (PCW) into an

adjacent PC microcavity.9–12 An isolated PC microcavity is

considered for simulations in order to eliminate the effect of

coupling between the PC microcavity and the PCW in

cavity-waveguide coupled sensors.10–12

Simulations considered water (refractive index RI ¼
1.33) as the ambient medium and a silicon effective index

(neff) ¼ 2.9 for operation at 1550 nm. The radius of the holes

of the bulk PC lattice is (R ¼ 0.275a, where a ¼ lattice con-

stant). We note from Fig. 1(a) that fB for the transverse elec-

tric (TE) polarized optical mode in water is highest in a L0

cavity (where two adjacent holes in the lattice are shifted by

0.15a). fB increases from L3 to L21 PC microcavities.

Commercial ring resonator sensors use transverse magnetic

(TM) polarization.1

Defect holes are introduced into the L13 PC microcavity

at the antinodes of the resonance mode. A scanning electron

micrograph (SEM) of the device is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Simulated TE-confined electric intensity profile in Fig. 1(c)

shows strong optical localization at the defect holes.

In PC microcavities with defect holes, RD denotes the

radius of the defect hole as a fraction of R. While fB
increases in fractions of percentages from L3 to L21, when

defect holes are introduced, a dramatic increase by 8% in fB
is observed. The resonance mode closest to the PCW trans-

mission band edge is considered.10–12 We consider defect

holes >90 nm diameter for better fabrication tolerance and

yield in high volume manufacturing. We refer to such

low-index defects as defect holes, rather than nanoholes else-

where. Such devices have been fabricated by 193 nm immer-

sion lithography.15

Devices are fabricated on a SOI wafer in 250 nm silicon

on a 3 lm bottom oxide cladding, which offers better struc-

tural stability than free standing membranes. The air hole ra-

dius is R ¼ 108 nm. Fig. 2(a) shows PCW transmission

spectrum in water with RD ¼ 0.6R. Defect holes raise the

frequency of the resonance mode in the photonic band gap.

Consequently, the width of the PCW is reduced for efficient

coupling to the PC microcavity at the slow light guiding

wavelengths.

The optimized waveguide width indicated in Fig. 2(a) is

W0.855 where W0.855 denotes that the width of the PCW is

0.855 � �3a. To determine sensitivity in RIU (refractive

index unit), measurements are done in water (RI ¼ 1.33) and

glycerol (RI ¼ 1.45). The bulk sensitivity increased by 66%

from �68 nm/RIU for L1312 to �112 nm/RIU for the L13

PC microcavity with defect holes for different RD as

shown in Fig. 2(b). The experimentally observed Q is

between 1 � 104 and 1.5 � 104. When R ¼ 0.35a, RD ¼
0.7R, the calculated fB is 32%; a sensitivity of 200 nm/RIU

can thus be expected by linear extrapolation.16

Equations (1) and (2) clearly indicate that sensitivity of

a sensor for bulk sensing can be increased by increasing fB,

so that DL is inversely related to sensitivity (S). However, a

FIG. 2. (a) Transmission spectra for

PCWs in water with RD¼ 0.6 R. (b)

Bulk sensitivity computed from experi-

mentally observed resonance wave-

length shift from water to glycerol for

different RD.

FIG. 1. (a) 2D FDTD simulated fill

fraction/field overlap computed for dif-

ferent PC microcavities with

R¼ 0.275a (filled circles), R¼ 0.35a
(open circles), and ring resonator (open

square). Ring TM value is taken from

Ref. 1 for a ring resonator with diame-

ter of 30 lm and width of 500 nm. (b)

SEM image of L13 PC microcavity

with defect holes (c) mode profile of

the confined defect mode in (b).
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critical parameter in computing DL is the intrinsic quality

factor (Qi) of the resonator and the total Q due to analyte

absorbance. In Fig. 3, we estimate the DL for water at

km¼1550 nm (absorbance a� 800 m�1). We also consider a

hypothetical liquid with RI ¼ 1.33 having absorbance of

0.1 m�1 at 1550 nm. The total Q is calculated as13

1

Q
¼ 1

Qi
þ 1

Qa
; (3)

Qa ¼
2pn

kmfBa
; (4)

where Qa is the quality factor due to optical absorption at

wavelength km, a is the analyte absorbance, and n is the re-

fractive index weighted by fB. Eight fill fractions (0.01, 0.05,

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0) are considered. n is calcu-

lated as n ¼ fB�nA þ (1 � fB)�nS , where nA and nS are refrac-

tive indices of analyte and dielectric, respectively.

The Ln-type PC cavity can be considered as a closed

PCW. Consequently, at the resonance frequency, group

index ng of the mode can be considered the same as in an

open ended PC microcavity (or equivalently a PCW). Taking

into account the effect of slow light and fB enhancement on

absorbance by a factor c,14,17 Eq. (4) can now be written as

Qa ¼
k

a
¼ 2pn

kmfBa
nef f

ng
; (5)

c ¼ fB �
c

nef f
� 1

vg;m
; (6)

where k is the wavevector and neff is the mode effective

index with no slow light effect. In a L21 PC microcavity,12

ng � 16. In Figs. 3(a)–3(d), Q is plotted for different Qi and

fB. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), Q is plotted, respectively, for ng

¼ 4.3, a typical value in a ring resonator18 and for ng ¼ 330

achieved in a PC.19

Assuming a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 60 dB, with

no other sources of noise, the standard deviation of linewidth

(DkFWHM) is given by13

r � DkFWHM

4:5ðSNR0:25Þ : (7)

The DL is calculated as13

DL ¼ 3r
S
; (8)

where

S ¼ km

nef f
fB � ng: (9)

The corresponding DLs are shown in Figs. 3(e)–3(g). At

ng ¼ 16 and 1550 nm, while a DL of 3� 10�10 RIU is

achieved at an absorbance of 0.1 m�1 for a resonator with Q

¼ 108 and fB ¼ 20%, the corresponding DL in water is

1.3� 10�6 RIU. Figs. 3(i)–3(l) plot the DLs incorporating

temperature stabilization (r) of 10 fm and spectral resolution

noise (r) of 1 pm.13 The DL becomes poorer by more than 2

orders of magnitude for the low absorbance hypothetical liq-

uid at Qi > 105.

The experimentally observed Q in PC microcavities

coupled to PCWs in water12 at 1550 nm is �1 � 104. With fB
� 10%, from Eq. (3), Qi � 1.6 � 104. Obviously, fabrication

induced surface roughness reduces Q, since the designed Qi

in these structures in general is >1 � 105. Still, assuming Qi

¼ 1.6 � 104, at ng � 16 for a PC with fB ¼ 10%, the calcu-

lated DL is 3.8� 10�6 RIU. A typical Q in water for a ring

resonator21 is 2 � 104 so that calculated Qi from Eq. (6) is

2.5 � 104. The corresponding DL is 8� 10�6 RIU at a typi-

cal fB ¼ 10%. An optimized design in a PC can achieve fB
> 20% so that achievable DLs (2.6� 10�6 RIU at fB ¼ 20%)

are better than 2� 10�5 RIU that will be observed in a

FIG. 3. Effective Q ((a), (c), and (d))

in water with absorbance of 800 m�1

and (b) hypothetical liquid with ab-

sorbance of 0.1 m�1. Computed ampli-

tude noise limited DLs in ((e), (g), and

(h)) water and (f) hypothetical liquid

with SNR¼ 60 dB. Computed DLs in

((i), (k), and (l)) water and (j) hypo-

thetical liquid with temperature noise

and spectral noise. Computed DLs in

((m), (o), and (p)) water and (n) hypo-

thetical liquid with temperature noise

and spectral noise, assuming measure-

ment up to 1% of the resonance

linewidth.20
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hypothetical low-Q device, such as grating resonators, with

Q � 103 and fB ¼ 100% (assuming neff ¼ 2.4 and ng ¼ 2).

Since detection up to 1% of the linewidth is feasible,22

the numerator in Eq. (7) is multiplied by 0.01. At Qi ¼ 1.6

� 104, fB ¼ 10%, the calculated DL in silicon PC microcav-

ity devices at 1550 nm with (and without) temperature and

spectral noise is 5� 10�7 RIU (2.5� 10�8 RIU) at ng ¼ 30.

Thus, at ng ¼ 30, a group index value achieved in PCWs,23

the PC resonance sensors can exceed the ultimate DL of

1� 10�7 in SPR systems.24 The rise in ng is accompanied by

a decrease in Q to 8 � 103, yet ng dominates ultimate detec-

tion limits, since Qi > 5 � 105 in silicon are not useful due

to various noises at 1550 nm.

In suitable designs of coupled PC microcavities19 with

Qi varying from 1 � 103 to 5 � 105, if fB ¼ 10%, calculated

DL is nearly constant between 5.1� 10�8 RIU and

5.8� 10�8 RIU, with temperature and spectral noise. Under

the same conditions, the ring resonator1 is limited to

1� 10�6 RIU at the maximum demonstrated slowdown fac-

tor of 16 in coupled rings.25 One must consider a lower

SNR at high ng. If SNR ¼ 10 dB, it would still enable DL

of 2.3� 10�7 RIU to 5.5� 10�7 RIU in PCs at ng ¼ 330

for above fB and range of Qi.

For biosensing in water-based media, one may consider

PC designs between 1200 and 1220 nm in silicon

(a� 105 m�1) or at 980 nm (a� 43 cm�1) in GaAs due to

lower water absorbance. At ng ¼ 30, DLs calculated are one

order of magnitude lower at 1200 nm than at 1550 nm, consid-

ering temperature and spectral noise, and minimum measura-

ble Dk equal to the resonance linewidth. At 1300 nm in Si,

a� 715 m�1, hence performance improvement will not be that

significant over performance at 1550 nm. High Q silica and

polymer ring resonators operating at km ¼ 0.8 lm are limited

to DLs greater than 1� 10�6 RIU when measurement induced

noises equal to those considered here are used in calculations.

Equation (1) assumes that Dn/n is the same for all per-

turbed liquid regions. Equation (1) must be modified when

analyzing monolayer binding in biosensing, since the RI
change is restricted to the liquid-dielectric interface. fi is the

mode overlap integral in Eq. (2) taken over the available

interfaces for biomolecule attachment.

The minimum detectable concentration (Cmin) is de-

pendent on Q, ng, and fi. From Ref. 13, the resonance wave-

length shift (dk) is proportional to the sensitivity (S) and

biomolecule surface density (rp). From Eq. (9), dk can be

expressed as13

dk / krp � fi � ng: (10)

Cmin is proportional to the bulk DL and related inversely

to fi and ng. Equation (10) does not account for the size of

the detection area or affinity constant between a probe and

its conjugate biomolecule.

Biosensing was conducted with biotin as probe receptor

and avidin as target protein.10–12 Fig. 4 plots dk versus con-

centration for 4 different PC microcavities, L13, L21, L55,

and L13 with defect hole. When RD ¼ 0.4 � R, the lowest

concentration detected is 1 fM (67 fg/ml), compared to 10

pM in L13 cavity8 without defect holes.

The resonance mode frequency offset from the band

edge is closest in L55 PC microcavity followed by L21 and

L13. Since ng increases with decreasing wavelength offset

from the W1 PCW transmission band edge, a larger dk is

observed in L55 with higher (ng � 20) than in L21 (ng

¼ 16)12 and L13 (ng ¼ 13) PC microcavities11 for a given

concentration as seen in Fig. 4. In addition to a larger optical

mode volume, the larger dk in L55 PC microcavities, there-

fore, enhances the ability to detect lower concentrations,

within the limitations set by measurement apparatus. Larger

ng in PC microcavities thus also results in larger dk and

higher sensitivity when compared to ring resonators.

From Eq. (10), based on ng � 20, the 22 lm long L55

PC microcavity is apparently 5 times more sensitive in bio-

sensing than ring resonators. In the L55 PC microcavity,

dk¼ 50 pm at the minimum detected concentration of

3.35 pg/ml with avidin (67 kDa). The 30 lm diameter ring

resonator detected a minimum 3.3 pg/ml of streptavidin

(55 kDa); however, dk¼ 0.1 pm (Ref. 1) which is 500 times

smaller dk than the L55 PC microcavity, although binding

affinities in both cases is same (dissociation constant Kd �
10�15M).26 Furthermore, in Ref. 1, dk¼ 50 pm is observed

at 4 � 105 times higher concentration of 20 nM (1.1 lg/ml).

The relation between dk and ng in Eq. (10) is thus non-linear.

The larger fi (due to larger fB) for the L13 PC microcav-

ity with defect holes results in a larger dk compared to the

L13 PC microcavity without defect holes. Equation (10) and

fB data in Fig. 1(a) suggest a factor of 1.25 enhancement;

however, experimental data show 4 orders of magnitude

enhancement in minimum concentration detected in biosens-

ing. Empirical data, therefore, suggest a superlinear relation

between fi and dk and hence the minimum experimentally

detected concentration.

In summary, we showed that analyte absorbance, equip-

ment limited spectral noise, and temperature noise, signifi-

cantly contribute to the final achievable DL, irrespective of

intrinsic Q and fill fractions. Slow light significantly enhan-

ces light-matter interaction and lowers the DLs. The benefits

of slow light together with Q-factor and fill fraction were

demonstrated in devices with moderate Q � 104. High sensi-

tivity down to 67 fg/ml was experimentally demonstrated.

Future designs can combine high ng with high fi and thus

result in higher sensitivity in biosensing microarrays. Such a

FIG. 4. Biosensing spectral shifts (dk) in L13, L21, L55, and L13 defect

holed PC microcavities.
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combination of attributes is only potentially achievable cur-

rently on-chip in the photonic crystal platform.
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